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Neil Turner - Interview 
 
 
‘A priceless cultural heritage for all of Australia’ 
 
 
Memories of Satellite Dreaming 
 
[00:00:09]  
Yes, I remember the shoot for Satellite Dreaming well, 1991, we had been the previous 
year recording a segment of Seven Sisters Story at  Kuruala, 180 kilometres south west of 
Irrunytju, or Wingellina, which had been a really successful recording trip. So it was good 
to repeat that. It was interesting experience for me having a professional film crew coming 
along from CAAMA and... with producer Ivo Burum. And that put a different flavour to the 
recording expedition. And it was also good, Warwick Thornton being a cameraman on that. 
And he's gone on to great things since then and so on.  
I suppose in a purist sense, I preferred the recording that had been done at Kuruala the 
previous year, that was entirely directed by the participants and by Simon and Pantjiti, and 
Noeli... Doing it again with a professional film crew, I had to....I got some amusement out 
of the set-ups for convoy shots and so on, and Ivo waving the cars past. And these were 
things that we just simply didn't bother with in the, in the pure form of recording the story 
and song and dance and landscape for Pitjantjatjara people. So it was sort of interesting 
that some of those conventions of documentary and so on were being applied on this 
second trip. But I think the actual recording of the story and the song and dance that 
followed were still, you know, true to that ethos that had been developed by 
Pitjantjatjara/Ngaanyatjarra Media, and was now being carried across into Ngaanyatjarra 
lands. 
I believe they were happy with the representation of ...what we were trying to do there in 
Ernabella and across the Pitjantjatjara/Ngaanyatjarra lands - and were certainly happy to 
be included in that bigger, national picture, because they were quite conscious of their 
pioneering role and ....the politics of representing that policy that Pitjantjatjara people had 
had worked up of representing themselves in, with modern media formats and... broadcast 
platforms. 
I remember too, particularly scenes having my baby son on my arm in some of those 
shots. So, it's a nostalgic... for me. And yeah, I thought it was an important documentary to 
be made at the time. The issues around the use of the satellite were really quite critical to 
the...development of the remote media industry sector. 
 
 
The Kuruala Shoot and the song from Ooldea 
 
[00:03:36]  
It was possibly really the last such recording trip that EVTV, Ernabella Video Television, or 
PY Media pulled off, really. We had already had a bit of a hiatus on the long running Seven 
Sisters recording project where we'd been on several cross-country trip several days at a 
time and covering segments of the song-line as it comes through the Pitjantjatjara lands. 
And our chairperson, who was a major figure and always played the elder sister in those 
recordings, had passed away. And so everything had gone quiet over at Ernabella, where I 
was based then. So it was really good to connect across to Ngaanyatjarra Lands, and to 
Noeli Roberts and Belle Davidson there at Irrunytju, and....sort of immediately following 
that shoot Irrunytju Media started up, and with our support from PY Media, ended up 
becoming Ngaanyatjarra Media and being incorporated into the national network of 
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Remote Indigenous Media Organisations supporting communities in their area. So, it was 
quite an important moment, really, in their development that might have happened 
anyway. My main colleagues there at Ernabella, Simon Tjiyangu and Pantjiti, were already 
working over that way since 1986 and we'd started a little community TV station at 
Pipalyatjara in that year. So that handover of the concept of recording traditional song and 
dance through a video project was already there. But it certainly helped to have a repeat of 
that, that expedition further solidify that.  
I think that was the beauty of the original concept of EVTV, of recording traditional song 
and dance on country, because that brought people together. I've already mentioned the 
dance festivals that flourished following that, right across the lands. So just the act of 
bringing people together was not just about telling that story, singing that song and doing 
that dance on that country. It meant people were sharing and... talking about the whole 
body, the whole canon of Pitjantjatjara song and dance and traditional knowledge. So it 
was a magic moment on the Satellite Dreaming shoot -  everyone having come together 
from the Ngaanyatjarra side, as well as Simon and Pantjiti coming across - to revive that 
song from Ooldea, and perform the dance for it. And it's as much a mystery to me as it 
was to you, perhaps as to where it sprang from and how that came about. But... they told 
me that, you know, that hadn't been performed for 40 years. And often, you know, there 
are embargoes on songs when people pass away, or other people then come up with new 
variations on that. But for this old song to have been kind of revitalised just by people 
being together on a shoot, performing another dance and songline and yeah, it was one of 
those magical spinoffs. 
 
 
Pantjiti’s ‘separate cupboard’ 
 
[00:07:45]  
Well, certainly, yeah, there was a whole separate cabinet for women's ‘Milmilpa’-  secret 
sacred material - as well as for men's. And that was replicated with Irrunytju and 
Ngaanyatjarra Media - that was an important part of ...wanting to use the media for their 
own purposes with no outside audience in mind. And, and that's still built into the work in 
Ngaanyatjarra Media and what was then Warlpiri Media -  Pintubi, Anmatjere Warlpiri 
Media and Communications as it is now - that they still have that cultural structure around 
access to material and that's being built into the archiving and so on. That's happening for 
PAW. It's not a real issue for our current work here in the Pilbara and Kimberley. We tend 
to only produce public material here, or if we do for women, say in Balgo, that material is 
given to them and kept by them, not by us.  But yeah, it's still an important part of getting a 
foundation for traditional law and knowledge to be able to be passed to future generations.  
 
 
Moving to Broome & the revitalisation of BRACS 
 
[00:09:20]  
I left PY Media in ‘96 to come across here to Broome and work for what was called the 
Pilbara and Kimberley BRACS Coordination Units, now Incorporated or since ‘98 
incorporated ias Pilbara and Kimberley Aboriginal Media [PAKAM]. 
A lot happened for BRACS following the making of Satellite Dreaming...the Department of 
Aboriginal Affairs sent a couple of fellas out to do an audit and realised that, yes, a lot of 
the equipment was broken....most sites were not able to sustain local people in 
employment. There was no training available. And so, in ‘92, ‘93, the BRACS 
Revitalisation Strategy was born.  
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So, with the development of that revitalisation strategy, the Government needed to find 
bodies to give that funding to. There was no way they could dish it out community by 
community. It meant that the Australian remote media sector was kind of divvied up a bit 
like the colonial powers, and organisations were asked to step up to administer that 
money. For Pitjantjatjara/Ngaanyatjarra Media, it was obvious they were the body to 
receive that.  
In this region, there was nobody really poised to take it on. There was a loose 
confederation of four major town stations in the Kimberley who'd been broadcasting 
courtesy of ABC AM services in their respective locations and sharing a bit of content for 
NAIDOC week and events like that. And that was called Kimberley Aboriginal 
Broadcasters Network. It seemed to be the body to take on that administrative role on 
behalf of the remote communities. At that time... it had a rotating secretariat, which that 
year was in Kununurra, but the ATSIC Regional Office in that region said, we don't want to 
deal with all this money without extra resources and funding, which is why I came over 
here to Broome. The Goolari region asked Broome Aboriginal Media Association if they 
would take it on, and that's how come I was then headhunted over breakfast at a national 
meeting to come from Pitjantjatjara lands and implement that revitalisation project here.  
Generally, triennial funding is now secured for eight what are called RIMOs - Remote 
Indigenous Media Organisations - of which PAKAM is one. So BRACS ...has not died: in a 
lot of regions it tended to become radio only. The focus of the funding was given primarily 
for radio. We had to argue strongly that we wanted to maintain the community television 
basis to BRACS and... prior to BRACS, the same ethos that had been developed up by 
EVTV and Warlpiri Media. And we've maintained that to this day. Ngaanyatjarra Media 
likewise still have a strong community television focus, as well as running radio. And the 
RIMOs these days all run satellite radio networks, so all the BRACS are connected up, 
and we run a model here where our network has fully contributed and primarily by our 
remote broadcast workers. We actually employ - currently 10 or so, but up to 20 in a year - 
part time community media workers in the region.  
We're probably the biggest employer of the RIMOs, but...and of course, with the change in 
technology and digital video production, it's a lot cheaper and a lot easier to train people to 
produce video. With the development of the ICTV satellite service, which we managed to 
pull off as a collective effort, we had a ...we've had national remote indigenous media 
festival, 18 of them now that used to run every year and now it's every second year.  
Those have been great opportunities for the whole sector to get together, have sort of 
focus training on different aspects of media production that they don't get at home in the 
general course of events, and to network and build the tnational sector body, which was 
called Indigenous Remote Communications Australia or IRCA, and that's now in the last 
couple of years, become the national peak body for all of the indigenous media sector with 
the name change to First Nations Media Australia.  
 
 
ICTV (Indigenous Community Television) and NITV (National Indigenous Television) 
 
[00:14:43]  
So in 2001, at the third remote BRACS Video Festival - as they were called then - we were 
made aware that the digital conversion was going to be coming in about 10 years time. 
And our advice from the chief engineer at Imparja, Tim Mason, was that it would be just 
too expensive to try and run digital television services in the remote communities. So, we 
realised from that point that we needed to start work already on developing up an 
alternative delivery platform to the local community TV services in the BRACS. And at that 
meeting, the idea was formed to utilise a second part time channel that Imparja had that 
they used just to send higher quality sports content and so on across to the satellite uplink. 
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The four Bush organisations there -  PY Media, Warlpiri Media, Ngaanyatjarra Media and 
PAKAM - agreed to start feeding content to Imparja to put up on that service. We'd already 
run a couple of tests as early as ’98, and verified that yeah, the service could carry 
television content and be received in all parts of the country. And so, we started up slowly. 
It started essentially on weekends. PY Media were broadcasting the Central Australian 
Footy League back to their communities through this channel. And when the football game 
finished, there would be two or three hours of video content that we had sent in to Imparja, 
who would ingest it and put it up. So that's ...what became ICTV - Indigenous Community 
Television - started right back there from 2000, 2001, when we decided to get organised 
and start trying to feed that and build it towards a full time channel - so that when the 
digital conversion came, we would have a platform that we could still get community TV 
content back to our remote viewers. So that built up and built up, and became quite 
successful to the point in 2006, we were running 22 hours of content a day. Imparja were a 
little bit reluctant to give us full run on the channel because they saw the political power of 
it, in the context of the development of the NITV - National Indigenous Television Service. 
So, I was on the NITV Working Group for two and a half years prior to the establishment of 
NITV - attempting to represent the interests of the remote sector and IRCA, and to 
maintain that platform that we had developed into the new national service. And we had a 
roll out – it was called the RIBS TV roll out. 
...and rolled it way beyond the original 80 BRACS, to 153 sites across the country. So, we 
had established a strong transmission platform, and this was the very platform that NITV 
was then mandated by government to take over. 
And in the end, they chose to fund a new NITV company - but on the basis that it built on 
the platform that ICTV had created.  So in the NITV business plan, there was talk about, 
well, you know, with the 12 million a year, we can really only fund four hours a day of NITV 
content, and that might get repeated. So, there will be room for perhaps for four hours a 
day of looser formatting of community content, and still carry, you know, some of that ICTV 
service. Unfortunately, that was not to be... 
Basically we had to compete with other, more professional and commercially based video 
producers for commissioning dollars, which put us through a lot of hoops and paperwork 
and so on. We had to provide content to television 1/2 hours or quarter hours instead of 
our loose formatting of any duration goes, and... rolling it all together. And so, in effect, it 
really didn't happen. And we ended up with our transmission platform being taken over by 
a national service. People in the remote communities felt quite gipped by that - there were 
comments from Noeli and Belle on it like, you know, “we don't want to see all these sad 
stories, that...sort of Stolen Generation stories from the Eastern states. We want to see our 
own stories in language”. 
However, all that got resolved, thank goodness, with the transfer of the NITV service to 
SBS, and I think perhaps, Government realising that there might be backlash on the 
cutting out of spectrum for community television, generously offered a subsidy for a full 
satellite channel which was still being run out of Imparja until July this year, where ICTV 
have now taken over their own playout and are funded fully for the service, including the 
satellite uplink costs. So at last we had the full time channel back and we haven't looked 
back since. 
And with the digital conversion and the the opportunity to finally get a full time satellite 
channel, that original dream of Ernabella Video Television, where... we have a recording of 
a meeting that CAAMA held before the launch of the AUSSAT satellite right back in 1984, 
where one of our committee elders was saying, ‘we don't want that satellite, we want our 
own satellite’. Well, little did he know that that has actually come to fruition and that, yes, 
the remote indigenous community television sector have their own satellite channel and 
...it's opened up a lot more now, it's not just BRACS and the RIMOs who are contributing 
content. There are lots of organisations, art centres, ranger groups, ... other sort of 
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organisations, Barkly Regional Arts [https://barklyarts.com.au/] and so on, First 
Languages, Australia [https://www.firstlanguages.org.au/], who are all contributing content 
to that satellite service. 
And we're hoping that we can sustain an ICTV service on the VAST satellite beyond the 
next five years. However, we're having to, ICTV are conducting a feasibility study into how 
we might transition that service in the future and all the implications of that. So, the 
“satellite dreaming” may very well come to an end at some point in the not too distant 
future. But we're confident that we'll always find ways to share that content around online...  
And with our archive platforms also being worked up and developed, we're confident that 
we'll be able to get remote community television content back to our remote audiences one 
way or another into the future. 
 
 
‘Seven Sisters’ recordings 
 
[00:22:57] 
So, the other thing you asked was particularly about Seven Sisters and what's happened 
with Seven Sisters recording since those days. And there's been a major exhibition at the 
Australian National Museum for Seven Sisters 
[https://www.nma.gov.au/exhibitions/songlines]. I was approached and sort of provided 
information about those early EVTV recordings....  
We've recorded stories over here in WA, south of Balgo, for The Nakarra Nakarra, as 
they're called here, and Seven Sisters sites there. And there have been other songlines, 
too, most notably the...Two Women story that comes up sort of close to Kuruala, there 
from the south all the way through Ngaanyatjarra Lands, past Irrunytju and all the way up 
to Docker River. And then I believe even, you know, spins around, comes down towards - 
and I'm not sure where it goes from there. But Ngaanyatjarra Media produced two similar 
documentary recordings on that story, a decade apart. I was present for both of them and 
sort of helped project manage the second one. The first one was actually part of the 
National Indigenous Documentary Fund that started up in ‘97. And PAKAM had one of 
those original ones, too. It wasn't broadcast in its pure form on SBS, so it would have been 
the following year, I think ‘98. They sent out a crew to sort of do some pickup interviews 
and ...cut it down and insert some shots of tumbleweed blowing in the wind and things like 
that, to jazz it up for a mainstream audience. But nevertheless, it helped fund that original 
recording. And then 10 years later, the custodians who had given us that song, and on that 
first recording had passed, and Noeli himself dreamt a whole new series of verses for the 
songline. And so we repeated a part of that and carried it on further to the north with a 
whole, whole new... So it was very interesting that, you know, a story that's been around 
for millennia is kept going ... with, you know, similar song structure and so on, you know, 
I’m no pure ethnomusicologist, but with changes of verses and personnel, of course. And 
then that took us all the way up towards Docker River. And since then, Central Land 
Council have recorded another leg of that, I believe, with Pantjiti’s input there as well. So 
that's another travelling song line, you know, comes right up from the coast down near 
Yalata somewhere, or from the west, actually. Two sisters travelling, the younger one 
always wanted to go back home where she's grown up, but the older one persuading her 
to keep going back to their ancestral country. And there was a beautiful parallel in that with 
Pantjiti  and her half sister, Belle, who had been brought up in Warburton mission and who 
Pantjiti was passing over that, I guess... cultural custodianship and video recording there, 
and lovely stories ...how they would go and bring Ngaanyatjarra and Pitjantjatjara from the 
West there, women in, and view old EVTV recordings to revitalise those dances over in the 
West. So, yeah, Seven Sisters has now been recorded in quite a few other locations 
besides the Pitjantjatjara and Ngaanyatjarra lands, and amalgamated into that. And there's 
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a huge art movement now which wasn't really going in the Pitjantjatjara lands at the time 
you were there for Satellite Dreaming, and there are major artworks being produced by 
Tjala Arts [https://tjalaarts.com.au/] from Amata and so on -  huge canvases of Seven 
Sisters that are just stunning artworks. So it's getting expression and in other forms of 
media as well, besides video. 
 
 
The importance of cultural heritage 
 
[00:27:49] 
The recording of traditional song and dance on country that was pioneered back there in 
the mid 80s by Ernabella Video Television is, in my view, vital cultural work; that body of 
work then forms a part of a priceless cultural heritage for all of Australia. My concern is 
that it's already too late for a lot of that body of knowledge that was around on this 
continent for millennia is already lost, and it's being lost daily as senior people pass away. 
And these stories haven't been recorded.  
But to have had the privilege of helping people record that living body of knowledge has 
been an important part of my life. This has been realised, and there have been some 
funding initiatives to try and really build that sort of work. So, Screen Australia have had 
two Songlines on Screen series that were, you know, engineered by Rachel Perkins and 
Erica Glynn – notably, which sought to give some redress to that. And PAKAM have 
recorded two stories for that initiative from series 1 and series 2. One of them is Tjawa 
Tjawa, south of Balgo, a group of women who had come across from the west, from 
Roebourne looking for husbands and travelling through country there before they went 
underground back to their home. And the other story was a - it's called Niminjarra, about 
two snakes, Jila Kujarra, travelling from the east across to Lake Dora near Punmu, and 
..the hunters who were following them, and the cataclysmic coming together there at Lake 
Dora, where the snakes went down into the ground and formed the whole aquifer water 
body between there and the Fitzroy. And so, there were, I think, eight in each series from 
around the country. And they were high budget for 10, 12 minute documentaries with a 
budget of $180,000, totally different scale of operation to our Seven Sisters recordings of 
hours of content and no money... and people were chipping in to get enough fuel and 
water and food to travel in their beaten-up vehicles and so on. But at least there was that 
recognition of the critical cultural importance of that work.  
I would love to see much more of it. But... community television is now covering all sorts of 
areas and a lot of oral history, Bush foods, sports, cultural events. Music is huge, of 
course. So ... the pure focus of Ernabella Video Television is ... now being kind of 
dissipated in a lot of different genres and formats, I suppose. But it is still the work that is 
closest to my heart. PAKAM records the Kimberley Aboriginal Law and Culture Centre, 
biennial AGM and dance festivals; we record the annual Mowanjum Dance Festival, and 
various art centres who put on dance performance events. So, we're there to record 
everything that's happening in this region in the way of traditional song and dance and and 
being able to distribute it a lot more widely than EVTV was, just through the sale of VHS 
tapes back then, and being able to even do these sorts of events live on ICTV into the 
future and so on. So, yeah, so we're still there, still carrying on that work. And I just hope 
that we can get as much of it recorded and... maintained and open for community access 
for that huge wealth of cultural tradition to be carried into the future.  
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(7) So, yeah, the... 
 
Tony:  
how maybe the thing to ask is this sort of Debate progress from that time ... to NITV etc..... 
 
Neil:  
It's a huge story in itself here, so I'll try to encapsulate it a little bit efficiently, perhaps.  
[00:29:27] 1) And they called it an Imparja info channel. They were running sort of bulletin 
boards, announcements and things on it. The idea was born then to utilise that. It was 
originally called IRCA In Action, which was a somewhat awkward title. But (2) funded 
through the Community Broadcast Foundation, which had just happened in April 2006, 
whereby we persuaded government that the original BRACS concept, where communities 
were cutting into the ABC service, was no longer doing justice to community television: 
that the ABC should have its own transmitter and community television should have its 
own transmitter. And so we rolled out five way TV combiner, so there were the two 
nationals to commercials and a community TV channel beaming in each community, 3)So 
for us, it was like we’d just put all of this effort into building a close to full time service, 
getting a huge library that was being administered by PY Media from an Alice Springs 
office where they had moved their operations. And the play out was happening from there 
across to Imparja. And so, we were very concerned not to lose that that whole platform 
and operational kind of process that we developed. And the government recognised that 
they had several options as to how NITV could operate. (4). When the company did get 
funded and brought in administrative staff and advisers, it suddenly became,...yeah, all 
that agreement - and there had been some consultation with the remote sector at a 
meeting in CAAMA in 2005, I think it was or ‘6. And it was immediately following that 
meeting that the branding of ICTV was developed, and ICTV had to then become 
incorporated to have a seat on the Imparja board. And in 2006, we had the inaugural 
annual general meeting at our Remote BRACS Festival, Remote Festival in Balgo.  
[00:36:10] So it was a very critical time - we felt really poorly done by, and... the and the 
resulting where 5) And... that was lost there for a couple of years until IRCA and ICTV 
managed to secure a part time weekend service on a Westlink educational channel in WA 
that could still be accessed nationally. They have been running a community TV service 
out of Perth, Channel 3, at night times and on weekends. And so we were able to secure 
with agreement from WA government for ICTV programming to be sent across and put up 
on weekends. To which end we then rolled out to all our... well, certainly in our region and 
not all the regions were able to quite pull this off. But we rolled out little time switches, put 
in extra satellite receivers so that at 6pm on a Friday, it would switch from NITV Sat 
receiver to a Westlink one to pull the ICTV service, and go back again at 6am on Monday. 
And so, we were able to get a weekend service happening that was sort of launched in 
2009 and gave us new hope that we could... and in communities where we had managed 
to install the automated switching and people were delighted to get their ICTV back again, 
if only on weekends. However, in 2012, with the imminent digital conversion and reviews 
were done into NITV, and the decision was made to amalgamate it with SBS, which was 
one of the options in the earliest days. But the sector had kind of held out and said, “no, 
we want our own channel run by our own people”, you know. What it meant, of course, is 
that NITV could then be truly a national service accessible by anyone in the country, 
whereas prior to that, it had really only been in the 153 BRACS communities, and after a 
deal with Foxtel, to Foxtel subscribers, apart from a small digital trial in western Sydney, 
that was the limit for the NITV audience. And that was our argument. Well, you know, the 
audience is primarily still remote and yet remote content isn't getting the look in that it was 
supposed to.  
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[00:39:38] (6) 
 
Tony: [blah] 
 
Neil:  
[00:40:25] No, it's ICTV... indigiTUBE was an online platform which was originally 
developed to, for people to be able to access the radio networks through streaming. But 
very quickly, it was seen as a powerful way of putting up video content that people could 
view on demand. And ICTV, who at the time were co-located, as I say, with IRCA, kind of 
took over the management of indigiTUBE, and put up a huge amount of video content - 
virtually everything that had been supplied to ICTV for broadcast was available. There was 
then a bit of a ruction in in the sector, when ICTV were finding that unsustainable for 
practical reasons, such as having to run off their database, and wanted to separate out. 
So, they set up ICTV Play on an ICVT.com.au URL, instead of indigiTUBE.com.au. 
IndigiTUBE languished for a while and became again, as it had originally just been, a way 
for people to access the radio networks, streaming services. It's built up significantly in the 
past few years. And it's also the platform where we can put all our recorded music, where 
they've been doing a lot more of that in the last decade - and PAKAM about to do a whole 
lot more of that in the coming year with the donation of a mobile music recording truck that 
opens out as a live performance stage, and all the equipment and instruments that go with 
that...So indigiTUBE...now hosts all the music that's being recorded and not just by again 
by the RIMOs, but by other recording companies for indigenous music. And that's also 
started developing up video again, primarily music video clips. Certainly that's all that 
PAKAM’s put there, because all our content is available on ICTV, and we have 760 video 
programmes there on ICTV, available online for anyone to access. We're now developing 
an open access archive platform similar to Ara Irititja. We've been wanting to do this for a 
long time, but couldn't afford the ongoing licence costs to run our Ara Irititja - or Keeping 
Culture as it's marketed these days - style platform. But First Nations Media Archive 
Working Group have established an open source, Mukurtu Platform. PAKAM, Umeewarra 
Media from Port Augusta, and PAW Media and Communications were selected as the 
three pilot organisations. And PAKAM have certainly been putting up a lot of our video 
content, all our music recordings, starting to get photos, getting up there as well - so that 
we'll have our own online platform with all our content in that First Nations archive platform 
as well. [00:43:56] And we're hoping to sort of launch that in the New Year in 2021.  
 
Tony:  
[00:44:03]... thanks. [question about remembering the Ooldea song in the Kuruala shoot...] 
 
Neil:  
[00:44:46]  
 
 
Tony:  
[00:51:37] ... finally, unless there are other things that you want to say and I want to get a 
sense from you how you see the kind of history or not history of the future, that kind of 
work, because .. certainly in what you describe over the last 30 years, the remote media 
organisations, as well as doing conventional media television, have been doing this 
extraordinary ...[00:52:08] Do you see that happening now ....? 
 
Neil:  
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[00:52:15] Well, that recording of Songlines is critical work, and, you know, my personal 
feeling is that it's actually that. Sorry, I'll just cut for a second.  
[00:52:30] Yeah. No worries, no, no. I'll close up. Yeah, she is.  
[00:52:37] Have a good weekend yet. See you. I'll start that bit again. Yeah.  
The recording of Songlines is vitally critical work, in my view. It's, it's a very important part 
of Australian cultural heritage, belatedly being recognised by mainstream Australia. And I 
have a fear that it's already too late for. Sorry. Yeah.  
[00:53:10] He's not there yet. Dylan.  
[00:53:15] I'll go again. This is all my crew knocking off, it must be after five four, right?  
[00:53:23] I'm sounding a bit sententious with this thing that I suppose it is that it is the 
bottom line, isn't it?  
[00:53:30] And it makes me realise I haven't really haven't mentioned some important 
initiatives, which I will now. So I'll go again.  
 
[00:53:41] Yeah...  
 
Tony:  
[00:59:20] That's great news and just one final thing, I just I know that it's tough to move on 
in light of that, but I was I mean, this is not necessarily the need to be here.  
[00:59:33] But I wanted to I really do want to do a biography of some kind of central.  
[00:59:44] But also in that last sequence about how sorry he was about the seven sisters, 
you know, he featured in that last sequence. Yes.  
[00:59:57] As being the person back in the world watching. Oh, yes.  
[01:00:04] Yes.  
[01:00:05] We just wanted to know whether there was any way did he appear on video 
after dreaming in any way?  
[01:00:15] You know, I mean, when you add in, how would I set about doing a biography?  
 
Neil:  
[01:00:23] Well, her daughter is a very active, vibrant woman, Rene Kulitja.  
[01:00:33] All right.  
[01:00:34] Uh, well, involved with NPI Women's Council and in Mutitjulu community.  
[01:00:46] Um, yeah.  
[01:00:48] So, yeah, I can give you a bit of info just from the productions that ICTV did with 
her with c wild tomatoes. She was the main person in that one, for example, which I 
believe could well be on the ICTV site.  
[01:01:10] I think it's one that I've seen there and.  
[01:01:15] It'd be interesting, just search her name on activity, dot com, dot you, and then 
you might find that and they're the main ones that spring to mind.  
[01:01:39] Quite possibly, she's quite sort of active on a Facebook friend.  
[01:01:48] Yes, and her husband, Walter Poca Waal, was also a huge strength to the 
People Media Committee and and that whole traditional dance movement.  
[01:02:05] That's fantastic. Is there anything else that you want to say that I think we've 
covered a lot.  
[01:02:14] I managed to get over the angst of the NITV/ICTV debacle fairly comfortably as 
it is.  
[01:02:21] And I mean, the only other thing is, you know, and I'll go to Cameron then and  
 
we're not sure what the future holds for “satellite dreaming”.  
[01:02:36] We're told that the VAST 
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viewer_Access_Satellite_Television] satellite service, you 
know, was originally only extending to this year, June, and it's now been extended for, I 
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believe, another five years. The aim, I gather, is that people will be expected to access 
television online, in the future. Our argument is that the rollout of the NBN 
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Broadband_Network] and access to affordable and 
good quality Internet is happening at a much slower pace in remote indigenous 
communities than the rest of the country. (9)  
 
 
Tony:  
[01:04:35] Thanks so much, ... Thanks a lot.  
 
Neil:  
[01:04:38] All right. Well, lovely to see you again.  
 
Tony:  
Nice to see you too. I do remember your little boy.  
 
Neil:  
[01:04:48] Well, he's 31 now. I might turn off the camera.  
[01:04:54] ... don't need to hear any more.  
 
 


